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ABSTRACT
This article describes elements of effective health communication and highlights strategies that may best be adopted or adapted in relation to lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) populations. Studies have documented the utility of multidimensional approaches to health communication from the macro level of interventions targeting entire populations to the micro level of communication between healthcare provider and consumer. Although evidence of health disparities in LGBT communities underscores the importance of population-specific interventions, health promotion campaigns rarely target these populations and health communication activities seldom account for the diversity of LGBT communities. Advances in health communication suggest promising direction for LGBT-specific risk prevention and health
promotion strategies on community, group, and provider/consumer levels. Opportunities for future health communication efforts include involving LGBT communities in the development of appropriate health communication campaigns and materials, enhancing media literacy among LGBT individuals, supporting LGBT-focused research and evaluation of health communication activities, and ensuring that health care providers possess the knowledge, skills, and competency to communicate effectively with LGBT consumers.
OVERVIEW

Health communication is an essential element of disease prevention and health promotion efforts.\(^1\) Health communication “is any type of communication whose content is concerned with health”\(^4\) and may take many forms from direct doctor-patient communication to mass media health promotion campaigns. Research suggests that health communication campaigns have been successful in relation to a wide array of health issues including HIV/AIDS prevention, prevention of alcohol and other drug problems, smoking cessation and prevention of tobacco use, reduction in cardiovascular mortality, increasing seatbelt use, and improving reproductive health practices.\(^1\), \(^4\), \(^5\)

Health communication can be designed to promote individual behavior change, define or redefine health problems, and advance policy changes. Effective health communication can impact individuals by increasing awareness of specific health risks and solutions, illustrating skills designed to protect or improve health, helping consumers make health-related choices, and reinforcing adoption of recommended behaviors.\(^3\), \(^6\) Consumer demand for appropriate health services and access to available resources can be enhanced with the help of health communications.\(^3\) Health communication can also facilitate public discussion of health issues, shape public policy and promote social norms to reduce health problems and promote health.\(^1\), \(^5\), \(^7\) Changes in policy and social norms have a significant influence on the health of communities. For example, regulatory measures such as alcohol tax increases, increasing the minimum drinking age to 21, reducing the number of outlets selling alcoholic beverages, mandating responsible beverage service, and restricting sales at public events are policy-related strategies that have often been effective in reducing alcohol-related problems among youth.\(^8\), \(^9\)

In spite of advances made in the health communications field, application of promising practices and research on strategies targeting lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) communities remains modest or absent. Approaches to health communication specifically related to HIV/AIDS prevention have been developed in gay male communities\(^10\)-\(^13\) and with other hard to reach populations including men who have sex with men who do not identify as gay, women who engage in sex for drugs, injection drug users, female sex partners of injection drug users, and high-risk youth.\(^14\)-\(^16\) These approaches, however, have yet to be broadly applied to the multiple health issues facing LGBT individuals such as breast cancer, domestic and other interpersonal violence, sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), substance abuse, mental health, and health problems associated with aging.

The continued growth of the health communication field, evolving health advocacy organizing in lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender community, and government efforts to address health disparities create a rich environment for developing, delivering and evaluating population specific health communications. The federal government, specifically the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has defined health goals for the nation with a special focus on reducing health disparities as part of Healthy People 2010. Sexual orientation is included in 29
specific objectives in Healthy People 2010 across 10 focus areas (e.g., access to care, HIV, substance abuse, and tobacco use; however, most of these have no corresponding data collection tracking system specific to sexual orientation). Specific objectives for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender populations are not included in the health communication focus area of Healthy People 2010. Nonetheless, several objectives in the Health Communication area are salient to lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender communities including goals to increase research and evaluation based health communications activities, enhance health literacy in marginalized groups, expand access to quality health information and support through technology, and improve communications between health consumers and providers. This article examines opportunities for advancing health communications in lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender communities based on these broad goal areas.

HEALTH COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGNS AND LGBT COMMUNITIES

Research suggests that there are disparities in health risks and protective factors between LGBT communities and the population as a whole. Lesbians, gay men and bisexuals appear to be more likely to use tobacco and to report alcohol or other drug problems. Contrary to popular assumption, many adults, and particularly adolescents, who identify as lesbian and gay, have high risk sex with opposite sex partners. Lesbians may engage in behaviors that increase their risk for health problems in comparison to heterosexual women and may be more likely to avoid health screening and to delay care. Gay, lesbian and bisexual adolescents appear to be at higher risk for substance abuse, suicide, depression, school dropout, and higher risk sexual behavior than their heterosexual counterparts. Gay and lesbian youth are frequently rejected from their homes or runaway because of homophobia and rates of tobacco, alcohol and other drug use among runaway homeless youth are substantially higher than youth in the general population. Assessment of needs among transgender communities reveal substantial concern about specific health issues including HIV-related risks and alcoholism and drug use. Other issues significant to transgender health include needs related to housing, employment and health care as well as risks associated with shame and isolation, sexual identity conflict, and sharing needles when injecting hormones.

Multi-Level Health Communications: Strategies that Work

Population-based health campaigns have traditionally used mass communication such as print, radio, and television to deliver health messages. Not all mass communication strategies for improving health are effective. For example, mass communication campaigns delivered through public service announcements and intended to prevent HIV/AIDS failed to reach those at greatest risk of HIV/AIDS including men who have sex with men, lacked specificity in suggested behavior changes (e.g., use of condoms) largely because of conservative political pressure, and neglected to use current theory related to facilitating behavioral change.

Research suggests that health communication campaigns successfully facilitate health-related behavior change, particularly when these strategies use a multifaceted approach that include a focus on changing attitudes and behaviors among individuals, facilitating change in social norms, and shifting institutional behavior including policy changes. A variety of approaches may be used in health communications including persuasion aimed at attitude change, diffusion of
innovations through adoption and dissemination of ideas via opinion leaders, social marketing (generally engineered according to product, price, place and promotion), media literacy, and media advocacy. Individually focused appeals that neglect the social and political context of health behaviors are often less effective and may promote “blaming the victim.” In addition, approaches that emphasize individual beliefs often view culture as a “barrier” rather than positively as a context to be considered in planning communication strategies. By contrast, community-centered prevention and health promotion shifts attention from the individual to group-level change and emphasizes the empowerment of individuals and communities to effect change on multiple levels. Health communication campaigns require multiple strategies aimed at influencing both environmental factors and patterns of behavior in different levels of a community (e.g., social networks, groups, and local media).

Multi-faceted and multi-level communication efforts are critical in health communications designed for LGBT communities. HIV/AIDS prevention campaigns using population-specific outreach, community-based support, and media strategies have been proven effective with men who have sex with men, and with transgender populations. Community theory and research suggest that prevention or other health communications targeting marginalized groups must be based in the economic, social and cultural context of these communities and reflect the identities of diverse individuals in terms of gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, age, and race and ethnicity. For example, health communications targeting transgenders and transsexuals need to account for the broader social and cultural context that includes discrimination, high prevalence of sex work (related to unemployment and housing discrimination), alienation from family, and lack of representation in political and social institutions.

Targeted Health Communication: Reaching Diverse LGBT Communities

Although LGBT communities are often marginalized and stigmatized in relation to the dominant culture, the needs and experiences of subgroups vary substantially. Advocates for LGBT-competent health communication need to recognize the diversity in community norms, values, information needs, and literacy levels within LGBT communities. For example geographic differences between men who have sex with men suggest the need for different HIV/AIDS prevention communication. Men who have sex with men who live outside of “gay ghettos” in cities may be less likely to identify as gay, to be involved in the gay community, to be tested for HIV, and to be reached through LGBT communication channels. LGBT individuals who reside in rural areas, who do not self-identify as gay or bisexual, or who are members of communities of color can be expected to have health information needs that differ greatly from any assumed norm.

Health communications that are tailored to address the specific needs of different individuals appear to be more effective in supporting changes in health behaviors than generic messages. These considerations are particularly relevant for LGBT communities as health communicators must understand that LGBT communities mirror the general population in relation to diversity of age, region, socioeconomic status, and race and ethnicity. LGBT health communication materials must be culturally competent and linguistically accessible to the local community for which the materials are developed. Health communications targeting LGBT and other marginalized communities are most effective when they are non-judgmental and sensitive to the “on-the-street,
A diverse range of customized messages should be developed so that the health needs of LGBT people can be adequately addressed. Public-private partnerships and collaborations could be created involving LGBT organizations and consumers as coparticipants in designing, implementing, and disseminating health communication activities. As a case in point, gay, lesbian and bisexual adolescents benefiting from gay sensitive HIV instruction in school reported lower levels of sexual risk behaviors and less substance use compared to their cohorts in schools with low or no LGBT-sensitive instruction.26

Use of Media in Promoting Healthy LGBT Communities

The media may be employed as a tool in multi-level health communication and prevention campaigns targeting LGBT communities. Emerging media strategies that are evidenced to be effective in supporting changes in community norms and policies include media advocacy, counter-advertising, and entertainment-education.

Media advocacy, using the media to strategically apply pressure for policy change52, 53, can also be a powerful tool for both adults and youth to have a voice in shaping the social and policy environment in their communities. Using media advocacy to advance policy changes also applies to gay media markets and advocacy for broad legislative policies should also include LGBT media. In a discussion of media advocacy as a tool that many communities have used successfully to counter alcohol and tobacco promotions and advance alcohol and tobacco control policies, Jernigan and Wright52 describe one action by LGBT activists:

A loose coalition of gay and lesbian activists and organizations, parents groups, and researchers used a national conference on the relationship between HIV transmission and alcohol use to bring media attention to their contention that alcohol ads that connect drinking with sex promote high-risk behavior and the spread of AIDS. They asked the alcohol companies to “put a condom on their advertising.” They also had a larger goal: to break the media’s silence about the link between drinking, unsafe sex, and HIV transmission (p. 312).

Use of counter-ads are a useful tool for contextualizing health problems, focusing attention on the misinformation promoted by the alcohol (or tobacco) industry, and generating support for change in policy.54 An evaluation of anti-smoking campaigns found that counter-advertising strategies were successful and that messages focusing on industry manipulation and secondhand smoke were the most effective strategies for reducing consumption and challenging cultural norms that enable smoking.55 Efforts to counter tobacco advertising in LGBT communities are documented in a report on the first federally funded conference in prevention of tobacco and alcohol problems in LGBT communities including counter-ads in LGBT media venues and a community based campaign that successfully reduced tobacco point-of-sale advertising among stores in one LGBT neighborhood (Castro area in San Francisco).56

Efforts to infuse health education messages into popular entertainment shows is a relatively new strategy in the U.S., although it is commonly used in other countries.4 Although increasing positive health portrayals in the media is unlikely to facilitate policy change, it may hold more
promise as a health promotion strategy than the use of public service announcements.57 Entertainment media as a major source of both effective public health communication, and as powerful purveyors of pro-use and unhealthy norms setting have received increasing attention. Government and private organizations have published research findings relating to the frequency and nature of tobacco, alcohol, and drug references in popular movies, television, and popular music58-60, strongly suggesting that these influence youth attitudes and practices. These and other studies addressed the impact of entertainment media on substance abuse among young people in the population at large, without reference to specific groups.

Numerous articles have commented on the increasing number of LGBT characters and situations seen in both network and cable television programming, including “gay-themed” or LGBT-specific entertainment vehicles (e.g., “Ellen,” “Will & Grace,” “Queer as Folk,”), and many popular recording artists are either openly gay or are believed to have particular LGBT audience-appeal. However no content reviews of these entertainment media appear to have been undertaken. In addition, LGBT characters have been noted in many recent theatrically-released motion pictures; a burgeoning “lesbian and gay” film industry supports a growing number of annual LGBT film festivals; and LGBT’s appear to be at least as proportionately significant a market for “adult” entertainment as the non-LGBT population (adult movies and video are said to represent about 25 percent of the “Hollywood” entertainment industry, and to be among its fastest-growing segments.) It is not known what the health-related content of these entertainment products is, how it compares to the content of popular movies, music and television in general and what, if any, role this plays in LGBT substance abuse or other health behaviors.

RESEARCH AND EVALUATION OF LGBT HEALTH COMMUNICATIONS

The multiple negative health risks faced by LGBT individuals coupled with the diversity of LGBT communities require high quality, creative and evidence-based health communication and health promotion interventions. To date, research on effective health communication strategies for LGBT communities has been largely limited to the HIV prevention and treatment adherence literature. Promising practices in health communication are emerging out of research literature examining the impact of innovations including building collaborative relationships with gay and bisexual male community members,13 developing culturally specific HIV communication programs12, obtaining endorsements of opinion leaders11, and creating other community-level prevention interventions.10, 14 However, research and evaluation for other LGBT health areas is scarce.

Lessons learned from HIV/AIDS health communications could help inform research efforts related to other health issues. In addition, gaps related to HIV/AIDS communications, especially in relation to underserved populations should be addressed. For example, risk correlates and social circumstances of many transgender populations differ significantly from gay men who have frequently been targeted in HIV/AIDS prevention.36 The particular needs of female to male transgender individuals have been largely ignored in health intervention and promotion efforts. The health communication needs of men who have sex with men are not homogenous and should be further researched. For example, issues of discrimination and identity appear to impair the effect of HIV communications among African American men who have sex with men.12 African
American and Hispanic/Latino men who have sex with men are disproportionately impacted by HIV and are in need of evidence-based HIV prevention programs.61 The challenges inherent in researching LGBT populations and the urgency for doing so is articulated by researchers dedicated to hard-to-reach populations:16

“For highly mobile, very small, or furtive populations, both intervention activities and conventional quantitative research encounter formidable technical difficulties. Despite these barriers, empirical inquiry needs to be advanced rapidly for behavioral science concepts to be effectively applied to the control of this epidemic” (p. 495).

In addition to the need for evaluation of specific interventions, a number of methodological issues related to research of LGBT populations demand attention. Measures used to define lesbian, gay, and bisexual populations vary between studies17. Results based on sexual identity may have different implications for health communication than those based on sexual behavior. In addition, it is often difficult to obtain population-based data on largely invisible and stigmatized populations and the ability to generalize with nonprobability samples is limited. This is particularly problematic for gathering information, and determining and legitimizing the health communication needs of populations often neglected in studies such as transgender communities. Other problems include a need for strengthening connection between community based organizations and research institutions, a paucity of research on health related risk and protective factors to guide health promotion efforts, and a lack of standards between studies. For example, difficulties in comparing studies of HIV/AIDS health communication underscore the need for minimum standards for intervention components and research methodologies for HIV/AIDS campaigns.47

Successes documented among gay and bisexual men around HIV prevention goals highlight the value of integrated health promotion approaches. Such multifaceted approaches pose significant research challenges. Nevertheless, the relative success of mainstream campaigns around tobacco control, cardiovascular health, childhood immunization and other interventions in support of child survival that generally use a combination of clinical preventive care, social marketing, media and policy advocacy to change social norms, and community-based support for recommended behaviors1 challenges LGBT health professionals to develop equivalent, comprehensive health promotion efforts that are monitored for effectiveness. Centers of Excellence focused on LGBT health that have been developed or are in formation at universities around the country and community based organizations are promising sources for such research. The need for development and evaluation of LGBT specific interventions is consistent with Healthy People 2010 objectives calling for an increase in the proportion of health communication activities that include research and evaluation and to increase the number of centers for excellence that seek to advance the research and practice of health communication.62

HEALTH LITERACY AND MEDIA LITERACY IN LGBT COMMUNITIES

Health literacy is defined by “the degree to which individuals have the capacity to obtain, process, and understand basic health information and services needed to make appropriate health decisions.”63 Printed health communications are often written at a literacy level that exceeds that of the intended audience. Communications that are not inclusive of different literacy levels fail to
reach the populations most in need of health information and services. Addressing health disparities entails closing the gap in health literacy by 1) development of appropriate written materials and 2) enhancement of skills among individuals with limited literacy. LGBT communities are representative of and often have access to individuals who have been marginalized and who may have low literacy skills. LGBT health, human service and social organizations have an important role to play in the Healthy People 2010 objective of improving the health literacy of persons with inadequate or marginal literacy skills. LGBT health advocates and providers also have a role to play in helping craft messages that are not only accessible but that are meaningful to LGBT consumers. For example, “mainstream” HIV/AIDS prevention communications targeting men who have sex with men that shy away from integrating explicit recommended behaviors and maintaining a sex-positive tone are unlikely to reach the intended audience – regardless of the accessibility of the writing and the format. In addition, there is a dearth of health information for specific populations such as transgender groups. Transgender-specific HIV education/prevention materials and transgender-related health care information ranked as the top service priorities in a transgender needs assessment survey in one urban area of the U.S. Findings from another large qualitative study of male-to-female (MTF) and female-to-male (FTM) transgendered individuals indicate that HIV education, media and referral information are often ineffective because they are “not factually or culturally appropriate for the transgender community” and tend to use images that do not reflect the body or self-image of FTM or MTF individuals.

Media literacy, or the capacity to understand, analyze and think critically about broader media messages related to health, is also an important skill for individuals and communities. Media literacy is particularly important given the pervasiveness of media in contemporary society and the degree to which media impacts leisure time and public perception about the social, political and economic environment. Ideally, media literacy allows individuals and communities not only to critique and think independently about the messages they receive but to analyze the issues related to power and profit that may underlie these messages. In this sense, media literacy helps “people become sophisticated citizens rather than sophisticated consumers.”

The existence of grassroots agencies and LGBT community media presents an important opportunity to reach and educate LGBT individuals with critical health promotion and disease prevention messages. Moreover, LGBT individuals and communities have an opportunity to become more “sophisticated citizens” in an environment where target marketing is common practice by commercial entities whose products may be harmful. For example, LGBT communities have been increasingly targeted with specialized marketing from alcohol and tobacco industries, even while research suggests that alcohol, tobacco and drug related problems may be higher in LGBT communities than the population as a whole. Inclusion in the economic marketplace is symbolic of progress toward social acceptance for many LGBT individuals and communities. At the same time, community organizations and leaders need to critically consider the environmental impact of sponsorship, promotions, donations and advertising by companies whose products impact LGBT health and whose motives may be driven more by profit than public health. Target marketing may undermine the health of individuals through provision of biased information and may indirectly influence the degree to which community organizations challenge industry messages. LGBT organizations and media entities can adopt policies (e.g., prohibiting or limiting certain promotions or advertising) to affirm the value that
they place on LGBT health and to ensure their independence from profit-making influences in the pursuit of their mission.\textsuperscript{66}

LGBT HEALTH COMMUNICATIONS VIA THE INTERNET/WORLD WIDE WEB

Increasingly, health improvement communications use new technologies, such as CD-ROM, health-related Web sites, email, audiotex (pre-recorded messages accessed by telephone), and online support groups to target audiences, tailor messages, and engage individuals in interactive exchanges about health.\textsuperscript{70-72} Telemedicine uses a variety of traditional and emerging technologies and collaborative alliances “to provide and support health care when distance separates the participants.”\textsuperscript{73} Interactive videos have been successfully used to facilitate shared decision making between health consumers and providers\textsuperscript{74} and interactive television has provided a vehicle for geographically isolated patient and providers to consult with specialists\textsuperscript{75}. Internet and other technology can also be used to facilitate collaboration between health experts.\textsuperscript{76}

*The Wall Street Journal* online (WSJ.com) of May 1, 2002 reported that the latest Harris Poll of 707 adults from March 13 to 19, 2002 found “some 110 million U.S. Web users have sought health-care information online in the past year, up from 97 million in 2001.” Neither Harris nor anyone else has developed comparable data specific to LGBT people, nor can it be determined what portion of those 110 million health information consumers turning to online resources in 2002 were LGBT. No one has determined whether the needs of LGBT’s in search of health information online are met more satisfactorily, less satisfactorily, or just as satisfactorily as those of non-LGBT searchers.

What can be noted with concern is that there is less LGBT-identified health information available on the World Wide Web, compared to online health information communications for the population in general, and for specific health conditions (i.e., cancer, diabetes, etc.). The notable exception is in the area of HIV/AIDS, with many websites either specifying or implying that some or all of their content is directed at those who engage in same-sex behavior.

A June 15, 2002 Google search on the word “health” produced 71,800,000 possible hits, on “gay health” 1,430,000, on “lesbian health,” 1,060,000, on “LGBT health” 27,000, on “bisexual health” 242,000, on “transgender health” 106,000. Many of the sites produced in the first several pages of these searches were HIV/AIDS-related. At the same time, “gay substance abuse” produced a possible 99,200 links, and “gay addiction” 127,000 possibilities.

The first site Google offered in response to “gay addiction” offers an example of the possible potential demand for expanded online LGBT health communications. NALGAP, the National Association of Lesbian & Gay Addiction Professionals,” at [www.nalgap.org](http://www.nalgap.org) is a site operated by the very small non-profit membership association, founded in 1979. The group has only intermittent, part-time staff and offers only basic resource links and less than a handful of published references at its site. In May, 2002, the site received a total of 781 visits. The total traffic to this site is miniscule compared to what many major commercial and non-commercial websites, even within the broad area of “health,” are known to generate. However, nalgap.org is not advertised, has had virtually no marketing of any kind, and links to it are currently in few
other websites, suggesting that some hundreds of LGBT’s and/or those serving them, may be seeking information of the kind NALGAP could provide in any given month.

Again, there is no detailed analysis of visitors to LGBT health sites. However, some sites such as the NALGAP online pages provide an e-mail option. Thus NALGAP has received queries via its site, ranging from help requests from active LGBT drug/alcohol users, to media representatives seeking information for articles relating to LGBT health, to researchers hunting for scarce data and published references related to LGBT substance abuse. Interestingly, NALGAP’s limited online experience thus far may confirm the assumptions of some LGBT health advocates that LGBT’s in search of online health information have needs and questions unlikely to be answered by online health communications resources designed for the public at large.

Healthy People 2010 calls for an increase in the proportion of households with internet access from home and an increase in the proportion of Web sites that disclose information that can be used to assess the quality of the site. The ability to access information on health issues and specific medical conditions in the privacy of home may be particularly helpful for individuals who may feel stigmatized by the dominant culture and reluctant to disclose their sexual orientation or gender identity to health providers. As a case in point, families and patients dealing with intersexuality (congenital sexual ambiguity) often wish to communicate with others that share their experience. However, this need often remains unmet because intersexuality is relatively uncommon (about 1 in every 2,000 births) and because parents, patients, and clinicians have often been reluctant to openly discuss sexual issues. Consequently, support groups for intersexuality are flourishing on the Internet, and referrals to these important sources of information and peer support address an important need. The Internet may also be used effectively by LGBT mental health clinicians and clients for communication, support and referrals.

Multiple sources for Internet access may be important for some LGBT populations. Given the high prevalence of problems among transgender populations with housing and economic survival, it may be unrealistic to assume ease of Internet access from home. For LGBT youth in particular, home access alone is not sufficient to overcome privacy and confidentiality concerns and to guarantee access to sensitive information. LGBT youth may not be “out” to their parents, may not have adequate privacy when accessing the Internet at home, or may have access to LGBT health information blocked, inadvertently or deliberately, by commercial filtering software that fails to distinguish between health information and erotica. Access to LGBT-related health information must also be available in public settings, such as schools and libraries. To facilitate such availability, grants to local school districts for library services might be contingent upon allowing access to such health-related information without filtering and software vendors might be given economic incentives to produce software for either home or institutional use that does not filter LGBT-related health information.

Although the Internet is an asset to consumers seeking easier access to more information, sites that lack credible information may jeopardize health rather than enhance wellness and the sheer number of commercial health sites may make it more challenging for consumers to find government and non-profit produced information. As with the general population, a scarcity of culturally appropriate, LGBT-specific health communication information may result in LGBT
individuals receiving guidance from health information sources that may be misleading, inaccurate, or inappropriate. In addition, consumer concerns regarding privacy and confidentiality of personal health information that may be tracked, stored or made available online may be of particular concern to LGBT health consumers. These concerns, shared by many consumers, are exacerbated by the current legal and social environment in some states that fail to provide protection from job discrimination and that prohibit certain sexual behaviors.

The Internet and the World Wide Web have opened vast new channels for the distribution of traditional entertainment products and for a vast array of new ones, developed specifically by and for cyberspace visitors. Although the public health community has voiced some concerns about Internet chat rooms and websites that promote substance abuse and other risky behaviors among youth generally, much less attention has been paid to such activities designed to appeal specifically to LGBT individuals. The HIV/AIDS prevention community has reported numerous cyber vehicles promoting unsafe sexual practices, including many that include favorable references to the use of certain legal and illicit sexual-performance enhancing drugs (e.g., Viagra, Ecstasy, and methamphetamine.) However, no attempt has been made to quantify or analyze LGBT-targeted Internet and web entertainment and its relationship to substance abuse norms and practices within LGBT culture.

PROVIDER/CONSUMER COMMUNICATION

Effectiveness of communications on the micro level between health providers and consumers is also critical to quality care and improved health status. For example, a review of 96 studies found that risk communication interventions, particularly those that individualize assessment of risk in discussions between providers and patients, have positive effects on health outcomes. Consequently, Healthy People 2010 identifies an “increase in the proportion of persons who report that their health care providers have satisfactory communication skills” as a Health Communication Objective. Studies suggest that patients often find communication with physicians and other health professionals to be difficult. Physician failure to communicate and provide information to patients is associated with lower patient satisfaction and poorer health outcomes. Among women who have sex with women, problems with communication may contribute to delays in seeking care. Problems with communication have the potential to negatively impact transgender health outcomes such as liver complications caused by introducing new medications in conjunction with female hormones.

Provider capacity to listen to and treat patients with respect is increasingly a challenge given the growing diversity of health consumers, increasing complexity of many health interventions, and continuing pressures to limit time with patients. Specific structural issues may impede communication; for example, most health plans exclude treatment of any kind related to gender identity, including mental health services, and place transgender individuals in the position of withholding birth gender information. Despite these challenges, the capacity to communicate well with patients of different cultures and backgrounds may benefit providers as well as patients. For example, a study of training in effective intercultural communication found that improved capacity and confidence in communicating across cultures benefited health care providers by reducing their stress and anxiety.
Communications between providers and LGBT health consumers may be substantially impaired by provider bias. Homophobia and discomfort in providing services to lesbian, gay, and bisexual consumers is common among health care providers.\textsuperscript{88-90} For example, a recent study of a sample of medical students found that approximately 25 percent believed homosexuality to be immoral and expressed aversion to interacting with homosexuals, 9 percent believed homosexuality to be a mental disorder and 14 percent reported feeling more homophobic since the advent of AIDS.\textsuperscript{91} In spite of these issues, content on homosexuality and bisexuality in medical curricula is largely absent or inadequate.\textsuperscript{92} In addition, physicians often need to overcome additional layers of bias and unfounded assumptions when working with LGBT Latino, African American, Native American or Asian patients.\textsuperscript{93} The impact of the bias among health care professionals is voiced by the author of a qualitative study of lesbians of color in health care interactions who concludes that, “In the midst of any single encounter with a health care provider, they might have to decipher heterosexist remarks, steel themselves against racist epithets, counter undermining remarks insinuating gender inferiority, and heal from blows to their self esteem as they are badgered about their deservedness as uninsured clients.”\textsuperscript{94}

Gaps in knowledge of and sensitivity to transgender issues among health providers have also been documented. Transgender individuals frequently encounter provider discomfort while attempting to seek out medical and or mental health services. The transition process, similar to the “coming-out” process, can be a very difficult time for transgender individuals attempting to increase self comfort levels. Health providers generally have insufficient training on the diversity of terms and dimensions of gender (e.g., biological sex, legal-institutional sex, social gender, and psychological gender) that are encompassed by the term “transgender.”\textsuperscript{95} “To non-transgendered people, the myriad terms and labels that many trans people use to identify themselves can appear to be ill-defined, confusing and sometimes contradictory.”\textsuperscript{36} In addition, lack of knowledge about transgender identity and sexuality frequently results in health care professionals being educated by, and at the expense of, their patients.\textsuperscript{33} This role may be particularly overwhelming for transgender persons who may experience discrimination from health care professionals based on their gender-variant physical and social presentations.\textsuperscript{96} Concerns about potential insensitivity of service providers can be a barrier to accessing prevention and health services among transgender health consumers.\textsuperscript{34} Even when they are accessible, preventive health and health care services may not be appropriate. For example, individual HIV risk reduction and education interventions may be rendered ineffective when they are not transgender specific.\textsuperscript{34}

Mental health providers and social workers in health also often face difficulties in communicating with LGBT patients because of homophobia and heterosexism\textsuperscript{97, 98}, failure to recognize how concerns of LGB clients differ from heterosexuals\textsuperscript{99, 100}, and inexperience with gender identity issues.\textsuperscript{101} For example, a random sample survey of mental health providers in one state found that respondents reported having lesbian clients, yet had little or no training about the special needs of these clients.\textsuperscript{100} Homophobic practices in the form of “conversion” or “reparative” therapies continue, although these practices are ineffective, unethical and affirm the need for practice that is evidence-based and consistent with professional principles.\textsuperscript{102, 103} Many helping professionals untrained in working with sexual identity issues still routinely pathologize gender variance. For example, in a study examining the experiences of transgender individuals in psychotherapy it was reported that some therapists harm their patients by “belittling, challenging,
or judgemental behaviors regarding the patient’s gender.” In addition, current Standards of Care for Gender Disorders place the mental health professional in the role of gatekeeper in relation to accessing hormonal treatment or sexual reassignment medical services, a role that may undermine the therapeutic process.

Many lesbian, gay and bisexual health consumers do not disclose their sexual orientation to health care providers. Reasons for non-disclosure may include fear of negative reactions or substandard care or belief that sexual orientation is not related to health care needs. Providers often fail to ask questions related to sexual behavior; most disclosures appear to be initiated by patients. A study of gay men found that general care providers and patients failed to discuss HIV risks (including safer sex or use of steroids). The authors suggest that identifying and addressing barriers to communication including provider discomfort, lack of knowledge, and concern about prolonging consultation time would increase opportunities for intervention. Although more research is needed on the effects of communication related to sexual orientation and medical care, emerging research suggests that successful communication and ease of sexual orientation disclosure may positively affect health behaviors and utilization of screening services.

Despite the issues outlined above, many LGBT health consumers are satisfied with their health care providers and place a high value on patient-provider relationships characterized by open communication. Opportunities for improved communication include greater initiative on the part of health providers in asking about sexual orientation, attending to concerns about past or potential discrimination in health services, and addressing avoidance of health services. There is also a documented need for pediatricians and other health providers to better address the health needs, gender specific issues, and confidentiality concerns of adolescent LGBT or questioning youth. For example, a study of access and quality of care among LGBT youth found that 66 percent of youth stated that their health provider had never brought up issues of sexual orientation and that many received inappropriate treatment and health education based on their provider’s inaccurate assumptions about the patient’s sexual orientation. Adolescent gay, lesbian and bisexual youth appear to be more likely to disclose their sexual orientation when health providers discuss patient rights to confidentiality, however, providers do not uniformly provide these assurances.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The field of health communications has been influenced by a number of changes in recent years. Greater recognition that individual health behaviors occur in and are influenced in a dynamic interaction with the larger political, economic and social environments has broadened the scope of health communications beyond a narrow focus on the individual as the target for change. New communication technologies offer opportunities for the exchange of health information and support. These technologies may be particularly salient for populations that may be isolated geographically (e.g., rural residents) or socially (e.g., lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender youth). Emerging research highlights promising strategies for changing health behaviors and environments through health communication. These research findings underscore the importance of multi-level health communication strategies (such as mass media messages combined with other community interventions), segmentation or targeting of specific
audiences by demographics and other characteristics (e.g., values and beliefs), emphasis on the benefits of the proposed change, and addressing environmental factors related to the campaign.\textsuperscript{1,6,112}

For LGBT individuals, the cultural relevance of health communication activities, whether they are implemented in provider offices, community-based programs, the mass media, or another venue, plays an important role in determining whether health promotion and disease prevention messages are heard, understood, accepted, and practiced. Specific recommendations for advancing LGBT health communications are discussed in four specific areas: services, education and training, policy, and research.

**Services**

- Clinical care providers for LGBT individuals need to create a safe and culturally responsive environment and adopt standards for examining risk patterns, communicating options for risk reduction, and supporting the adoption of healthy behavior.
- Targeted health information should be delivered to high-risk and hard-to-reach LGBT individuals directly in their social contexts, including neighborhoods, social environments, and workplaces.
- LGBT individuals identified as at risk require access to evidence-based individual and small group interventions. These interventions should be non-stigmatizing, focused on reducing harm associated with risk behaviors, and based on client strengths and motivation for change.
- Community-level interventions targeted to diverse LGBT communities could be further developed to influence health-supporting practices and policies.
- LGBT specific health communications that are interactive, accessible to individuals of different literacy levels, and that facilitate shared decision making with providers need to be developed and evaluated.

**Education and Training**

- Health care providers of all disciplines should be provided with education and training on how to communicate with LGBT consumers and families in a culturally competent way and how to reduce barriers to effective communication.
- Education on sexual orientation, sexuality, and gender variance should be integrated into schools training health providers. Possible curricula elements to enhance student capacity to provide sensitive care include didactic instruction, discussion, simulated patient interactions, and supervised work with patients.\textsuperscript{113}
- Health, mental health, and substance abuse treatment providers can improve their practice with all clients through training on how to take appropriate sexual histories without presuming heterosexuality\textsuperscript{114} and about communicating effectively in the context of gender variance.

**Policy and Advocacy**
Mainstream health communication specialists and health advocates can better reach LGBT populations by collaborating with LGBT media, LGBT health community organizations, and LGBT leaders.

Government sponsored efforts to reduce health disparities and improve community health should continue and expand inclusion of goals and strategies specific to LGBT communities.

Efforts to build healthy community norms can be supported through interventions aimed at LGBT organizations and communities (e.g., development of policies about responsible beverage services, alcohol and tobacco promotions, and promotion of counter-advertisement).

Research

Research is needed to determine if access to LGBT-specific health information improves health-seeking behaviors, increases access to care, enhances knowledge, and yields better health outcomes for LGBT consumers and families.

Multi-level health communication and promotion efforts targeting LGBT populations should be funded, monitored, and evaluated. Examination of the feasibility, appropriateness, and outcome of interventions previously tested with non-LGBT populations and subsets of the LGBT community not previously studied would be particularly useful.

Research is needed to determine the most appropriate health communication strategies for hard-to-reach LGBT populations such as transgender subgroups, those in rural areas, Native Americans, and persons with disabilities.

Centers for excellence on LGBT health should be supported, enhanced, and expanded. Information on best practices and successful models that come out of these LGBT-focused centers for excellent should be broadly disseminated to public- and private sector health professionals and health plans.
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